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Abstract. In this paper we make a first attempt to evaluate the po-
tential of diversity in the Geographical Information Retrieval task. This
task represents an opportunity to take advantage of diversity, given that
documents are relevant not only from a thematic point of view, but also
spatially. A user of a GIR system may be interested in results that are
geographically distributed and equally relevant. We attempted to diver-
sify results explicitly, reformulating queries using the meronyms of the
places contained in the original queries, with the help of a geographical
ontology. The obtained results show that a theoretical improvement is
possible, but this approach may be effective only in the case that the
relevant documents do not contain enough geographical data.

1 Introduction

Diversity search is an Information Retrieval (IR) paradigm that is somehow
opposed to the classic IR vision of “similarity search”, in which documents are
ranked accordingly to their similarity to the query. In the case of diversity search,
similarity to the query is not the only criterion to determine relevant results: they
should be different one from each other under some aspect, in order to satisfy the
user information needs from different points of view which may be known to the
user or not. For instance, if the user submit an ambiguous query, it is possible
that he is not aware of its ambiguity, and the system should return a mixture of
documents which may provide a complete picture of all interpretations, allowing
the user to take a further step and decide which aspect of the query is more
relevant to him/her. However, ambiguity is not the only source of diversity.
Information is often temporally and/or geographically constrained, such that the
results of a given query may be diversified in the temporal or spatial dimension,
in order to provide the user with a picture of the evolution of a topic in time, or
to give him/her an idea of how the topic may be relevant to a specific sub-region
of a broader region named in the query. For instance, the temporal diversification



of the query “Countries of the European Union” may result in a list of documents
where each document describes the countries entering into the Union in a specific
year (the complete set of relevant documents show the history of the adhesions);
the geographical diversification of the same query may return documents where
the perspective is switched to the membership of a single country (the complete
set of relevant documents provides a full coverage, from a geographical point of
view, of the topic).

Until now, the objective of most diversity-related research works has been to
provide multiple distinct interpretations for ambiguous queries [1,2,3]; less works
have dealt with the representation of sub-topics within search results for queries
with broad thematic scope [4]. Spatial diversity has been successfully applied
to image search in [5]; Tang and Sanderson [6] showed that spatial diversity is
appreciated by users. Clough et al. [7] analysed query logs and found that in the
case of place names ambiguities users tend to reformulate queries more often.

The objective of this paper is to determine the potential of geographical
diversity in the context of Geographical Information Retrieval (GIR). In GIR,
queries are geographically constrained: therefore, it is possible, with the help of
a geographical ontology, determine the sub-topics directly from the query (for
instance: Europe is diversified in all its component countries) and build a set of
reformulated queries, one for each subtopic. With the help of GeoWorSE3, a GIR-
enabled search engine, and the evaluation framework (queries and documents) of
GeoCLEF4, we attempted to determine the effects of the diversified sub-queries
on the retrieval results.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe
the retrieval framework, in Section 3 we describe the collection used and the
experiments carried out; in Section 4 we present the results of the experiments
and an analysis of these results; finally in Section 5 we draw some conclusions
and set the path for future works.

2 The GeoWorSE Retrieval System

In our experiments we used the GeoWorSE retrieval system [8]. This system
is built around the Lucene search engine and a geographical ontology based
on Geonames5 and WordNet [9]. It is based on the enrichment of the index
with terms that are not contained in the examined document but which can be
inferred from the geographical entities in the document text.

During the indexing phase, the documents are examined in order to find
location names (toponyms) by means of the Stanford conditional random fields-
based NER system. When a toponym is found, in the case it has more than
one referent according to the geographical ontology, the correct reference for the
toponym is selected using a density-based disambiguation algorithm [10], with
a context composed by the other toponyms contained in the document. Then,

3 invented name for blind review
4 http://ir.shef.ac.uk/geoclef/
5 http://www.geonames.org



holonyms and synonyms of the toponym are extracted from the ontology and
added to an expanded index, together with the original toponym. For instance,
consider the following text from document GH950630-000000 in the GeoCLEF
collection:

...The British captain may be seen only once more here, at next month’s
world championship trials in Birmingham, where all athletes must com-
pete to win selection for Gothenburg...

Let us suppose that in the ontology there are two possible referents for “Birming-
ham”: “Birmingham/Alabama”, and “Birmingham/England”. “Gothenburg” is
found only once but with synonyms Goteborg (the original Swedish name) and
the alternate spelling “Goetenborg”. Let us suppose that the disambiguator
correctly identifies “Birmingham” with the English referent, then its holonyms
are England, United Kingdom, Europe. In the case of “Gothenburg” we obtain
Sweden and Europe as holonyms, “Goetenborg” and “Goteborg” as synonyms.
Therefore, the words added to the expanded index for the above paragraph are:
Birmingham, England, United Kingdom, Europe,Gothenburg, Goteborg, Goete-
borg, Sweden.

The geo index contains the geographical coordinates associated to the above
toponyms. All document terms are stored in the text index. The text and ex-
panded indices are used during the search phase; the geo index was not used for
search in this work, but only in the analysis of the results. In Figure 1 we show
the architecture of the indexing module.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the Indexing module



The topic text is searched by Lucene in the text index. All the toponyms are
extracted by the NER system and searched for by Lucene in the expanded index
The result of the search is a list of documents ranked using the tf · idf weighting
scheme, as implemented in Lucene.

2.1 Query Diversification

The query terms t0 . . . tn ∈ Q are grouped into two subsets, a content set Cq,
containing the words which represent the “focus” or thematic part of the query,
and a geographic footprint set Gq, which contains the place names P identifying
the geographical constraint associated to the query. For every toponym t ∈ Gq,
we search the geographical ontology for meronyms Mt = {m0, . . .mk} (i.e.,
places contained in the place represented by toponym t). The diversified queries
are assembled by taking the terms in Cq together with a meronym m ∈ Mt,
for every t. Therefore, the number or queries built in such a way is

∑
t∈Gq

|Mt|.
For instance, the query “golf tournaments in Europe” would be diversified into:
“golf tournaments Spain”, “golf tournaments Italy”, “golf tournaments UK”,
“golf tournaments France”, etc.

Among all the produced queries, we selected the ν most promising queries as
the ones having the highest mutual information (MI) between the content terms
and the terms in the geographic footprint:

I(Cq;Gq) = p(Cq ∩Gq) log
p(Cq ∩Gq)

p(Cq)p(Gq)
(1)

Where probabilities are calculated as the number of hits (obtained with the base-
line ranking and the indicated set of terms) divided the number of documents in
the collection. If there are less than ν possible reformulations, all reformulated
queries are taken into account. This selection process has the objective of identi-
fying the relative importance of the geographical aspects underlying the original
query.

3 Experimental Setup

Our experiments were conducted over the GeoCLEF 2005-2008 test collection,
including a total of 100 topics with the relative relevance judgements. The doc-
ument collection consists of 169, 477 documents and is composed of stories from
the British newspaper “The Glasgow Herald”, year 1995, and the American
newspaper “The Los Angeles Times”, year 1994. We run the experiments using
only the topic title. It was possible to build a reformulation for 45 of the 100 top-
ics. This means that 55 topics did not include a place name or the included place
names did not have meronyms in the geographical ontology (this may happen if
the place can be approximated to a point or a line, such as cities or rivers). We
used two baselines: the first baseline is constituted by the result obtained with
the original query, without reformulation. The second baseline is made of the
merged results of reformulations, using the cmbMNZ fusion algorithm [11].



The potential of diversification was examined using an oracle, that is, a sys-
tem which returns the results obtained by the best (among the ν) reformulation.
The “best reformulation” is the one which obtains the highest score according to
the selected metric. Since we are still at the beginning of our work on diversity
search, we implemented a näıve round robin technique (subsequently indicated
as “RR”) for the fusion of the results of the reformulated queries, consisting in
building a list by taking one document in turn from each individual list and
alternating them in order to construct the final merged output. This is how a
user would behave while examining different sets of results (examining the top
ones from each set, then the second best results, and so on). Duplicate results
are removed. In this way, the merged result set can be compared with the ones
obtained with the baselines.

The metrics used in the evaluation are: Mean Average Precision (MAP),
Mean Relevance Rank (MRR), Precision at 5 (P@5), and Normalized Cumulative
Discounted Gain (NDCG). NDCG ability to handle degrees of relevance was not
exploited since the relevance judgements in GeoCLEF are binary judgements. It
should be also noted that existing diversity metrics cannot be easily deployed in
this task, since there are no relevance assessments at the query aspect level.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We carried out two evaluations, one with ν = 5 (Table 1) and another with
ν = 10 (Table 2). In all measures, the baseline is better than the fused results,
while the oracle is always better than the baseline. It is interesting to note that
the round-robin technique allowed to obtain better results than CombMNZ with
MRR and NDCG (although the difference in NDCG is not statistically relevant).
NDCG has been observed in [12] to be the measure that most effectively models
user preferences.

Table 1. Results with ν = 5

base CombMNZ RR Oracle

MAP 0.2074 0.1935 0.1818 0.2543
MRR 0.5301 0.4923 0.5185 0.7131
NDCG 0.4710 0.4605 0.4644 0.5401
P@5 0.3435 0.3087 0.2696 0.4304

We analysed the data and found some queries that obtained always a signifi-
cant improvement over the baseline with the RR fusion, and others for which the
oracle was not able to obtain a result better than the baseline. These “critical”
topics are shown in Table 3.

We examined the distributions of places in the set of relevant documents
in order to understand whether geographical diversity is supported by the data
contained in the test collection or not. For each query q we carried out a k-
means clustering, with k = ν, of the points contained in the set Rq of relevant



Table 2. Results with ν = 10

base CombMNZ RR Oracle

MAP 0.2074 0.1862 0.1777 0.2612
MRR 0.5301 0.4323 0.4948 0.7512
NDCG 0.4710 0.4555 0.4616 0.5510
P@5 0.3435 0.3217 0.2783 0.4522

Table 3. “Critical” topics

Topics mostly benefitted by query reformulation (group 1)

10.2452/GC-001 Shark Attacks off Australia and California
10.2452/GC-006 Oil Accidents and Birds in Europe
10.2452/GC-008 Milk Consumption in Europe
10.2452/80-GC Politicians in exile in Germany

Topics negatively affected by query reformulation (group 2)

10.2452/GC-048 Fishing in Newfoundland and Greenland
10.2452/GC-013 Visits of the American president to Germany
10.2452/GC-010 Flooding in Holland and Germany
10.2452/51-GC Oil and gas extraction found between the UK and the Continent

documents. The desired behaviour was to obtain clusters centered on geographic
areas corresponding to the places identified in the query diversification process.

We found that reformulation of queries in group 1 was effective because ac-
tually the centroids did not match the diversified places, while for queries in
group 2, the data showed clusters centered mostly on relevant areas (we plot-
ted these clusters in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for topics 10.2452/GC − 006 and
10.2452/GC − 010, respectively). It can also be observed that many places are
distributed accordingly to the sources of the news (Glasgow and Los Angeles).
Therefore, the diversification of the queries based on the geographical ontology
seems to be effective only when the data do not offer enough clues to group
results from a geographical viewpoint.

Fig. 2. Distribution of places in documents judged relevant for topic 10.2452/GC−006.
Cluster centroids indicated with star-shaped markers. Places are sparsely distributed
and do not reflect the geographic footprint of the query.



Fig. 3. Distribution of places in documents judged relevant for topic 10.2452/GC −
010. Cluster centroids indicated with star-shaped markers. Data mostly reflect the
geographic footprint of the query.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

We developed a simple method to geographically diversify GIR queries, based
on the meronyms extracted from a geographical ontology. With this method, if
the original query contains the name of a region which includes n places, the
ν ≤ n most significant places (according to the mutual information between the
query content and the geographical constraint) are selected, and ν queries are
submitted to the search engine. We evaluated this method over the GeoCLEF
test set. The results showed that an oracle capable of selecting the best reformu-
lation always obtains better results than the baseline for all metrics, indicating
that a theoretical improvement is possible; however, the tested fusion methods
are not able to capture this potential. The error analysis showed that apriori di-
versification of the query was useful when the geographical data are sparse, and
therefore it is necessary to “drive” the query towards possible relevant results.
If the geographical data in the relevant documents are dense enough to support
the diversification of results, then diversity can be inferred from data and query
reformulation adds noise.

In order to validate these conclusions, we will have to carry out more experi-
ments. We will have to design a data-driven diversification algorithm (or use an
existing one, such as the one proposed by [1]) and verify that in this way it is
possible to exploit the geographical diversity contained in the data to improve
the results in GIR. We should also evaluate the results using metrics specifically
aimed to diversity.
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